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Delivering the IT Promise

Best-in-class Information and Communications 
Technology: enabling seamless, virtual, open and in-
tegrated teaching and learning capability and experi-
ence, as well as research delivery and communication, 
access to rich data sets, reliability and availability ex-
ceeding world-class benchmarks, architecture sup-
porting multi-campus real-time teaching, bespoke 
and integrated systems and solutions at discipline 
level, optimum level of standardisation, at the edge 
of new developments and breakthroughs, cost ef-
fective and efficient systems (equipment, networks, 
solutions), strategic advantage and transactional ex-
cellence, best and balanced use of all media, speed 
and integration focus, user-focus i.e. user-friendly 
interfaces and user-competence developed, lever-
aged to reduce support service transaction cost (incl. 

optimally paperless) whilst improving service 
quality to staff and students including response 
and turnaround times, user satisfaction index. 
ICT measurement to foregoing criteria >80%
The competitive strategy of the NWU will 
be to further strengthen and/or develop 
e-learning (i.e. technology-supported mul-
ti-modal teaching and learning), e-research, 
and e-business as IT market differentiators.
eResearchcan be defined as "computationally 
intensive, large-scale, networked and collabo-
rative forms of research and scholarship across 
all disciplines, including all of the natural and 
physical sciences, related applied and techno-
logical disciplines, bio-medicine, social science 
and the digital humanities" [1] and has become 

a critical activity for research-focused institu-
tions. It enables transformation and innovation 
across the complete range of research disciplines. 
The most fundamental aspect of eResearch that 
should be broadly adopted and understood, is 
the fact that it not only includes the IT depart-
ment of a university, but rather refers to a strong 
and functional partnership between IT, Library 
Services, the Research Support Office, as well as 
researchers across all faculties. Successful imple-

mentation of an eResearch strategy at the NWU 
relies heavily on development and expansion of 
such a partnership as well as partnerships with 
other national and international research and 
industry entities.  Successful implementation 
of an eResearch strategy will ultimately acceler-
ate research outcomes and impact at the NWU.
 At  NWU we  are proud of  our IT team.  The 
team is recognised in the sector and beyond. IT@
NWU strongly believes in partnerships with in-
ternal and external role players to unlock the full 
potential of IT for NWU to achieve its lofty goals. 

Prof. Frikkie van Niekerk
The NWU Internal Success Model aims at 
positioning IT@ NWU as strategic differentiator
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of the IT Strategy
THE 7 Success Factors

As a modern university, we do a lot of 
complex things. And almost everything 
we do is becoming increasingly depen- 
dent on IT - placing IT right in the mid-
dle of all our activities. While this puts 
tremendous pressure on our extremely 
limited IT resources, it also uniquely 
positions IT to contribute tremendous 
value to our success. Or, as we state in 
our success model, to apply IT as a stra-
tegic differentiator. 

But IT can’t make much of 
a difference by delivering 
low-value support services 
from a distance. We need real-
ly close involvement. And be-
cause we don’t have unlimited 
resources at our disposal, we 
have to choose carefully where 
we make our IT investments. 
And, if that’s not enough, we 
also have to be flexible enough 
to adapt to the changes that 

are rapidly reshaping our world 
- not only limited to technology. 
This is exactly what we are trying 
to accomplish with this strategy.

By positioning IT close to our 
core activities, and cultivating 
strategic relationships towards 
shared understanding, we aim 
to not only remove the existing 
barriers towards value creation, 
but also ensure that we invest 
our resources where it will really 
make a difference.
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According to Gartner’s definition big 
data is “is high-volume, high-velocity 
and/or high-variety information assets 
that demand cost-effective, innova-
tive forms of information processing 
that enable enhanced insight, deci-
sion making, and process automa-
tion.” [1] 
The availability of big data drives 
research into new techniques, algo-
rithms, and technologies to facilitate 
data analysis, modeling, visualisation, 
interpretation and storage.

The Internet of Things (IoT) can be de-
fined as a “network of physical objects 
- devices, vehicles, buildings and other 
items - embedded with electronics, 
software, sensors, and network con-
nectivity that enables these objects 
to collect and exchange data” [2]. 
In January 2016 Ed Vaizey, Minister of 
State for Culture and the Digital Econ-
omy from the UK, announced a new 
interdisciplinary Research Hub which 
would drive forward UK research in the 
Internet of Things. 
The consortium of nine UK universities 
will be studying critical issues such as 
privacy, ethics, trust, reliability, ac-
ceptability, and security over a three-
year period.  
The consortium received GBP 8.9 mil-
lion and will contribute a further GBP 
14 million through the partners to sup-
port the various studies. We wanted 
to see what is currently happening in 
this research space at the North-West 
University.

 The outcomes of the workshop, which was 
initiated by members of the Faculty of Engi-
neering and eResearch, was summarised in a 
report available to NWU staff [4]. We are also 
currently conducting a survey from which a 
dashboard of capabilities will be developed.  
The final results will be published on the eRe-
search website and could be used to attract 
collaborators, funding and new projects to 
the university.

If you are affiliated with NWU and interested 
or involved in Big Data and Internet of Things 
research, please help us by completing the 
survey available at http://nwu-iot-bigda-
ta-survey-2016.surveyanalytics.com [5]. We 
value your input.

Big Data and Internet of Things at NWU Under the Microscope
As technology and connectivity improve, researchers are able to access or generate  

bigger and bigger datasets…

On 2 March 2016 17 researchers and IT 
professionals from the NWU came to-
gether to evaluate the status of research 
related to Big Data and Internet of Things 
(BD & IoT) at the university. The workshop 
included round table discussions about 
various projects that are in the planning 
phase or already in progress, tools and 

technologies that are currently being 
used, and obstacles that are blocking 
progress with BD & IoT projects in various 
research groups.  Participants did not in-
clude researchers who work in areas that 
generate big data such as genomics for 
example, but only focussed on research-
ers who are working in the solution space 

- those who could enable other researchers 
to harness the power of BD & IoT. The work-
shop included both Big Data and Internet 
of Things which led to discussions about the 
appropriateness of the combination of topics 
- for more on this see the post by Tamara Dull 
from SAS titled Big data and the Internet of 
Things: Two sides of the same coin? [3].

 References 
[1] http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/big-data/
[2] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_Things
[3] http://www.sas.com/en_ph/insights/articles/
big-data/big-data-and-iot-two-sides-of-the-same-
coin.html
[4] https://intranet.nwu.ac.za/eresearch/report-
nwu-internet-things-and-big-data-workshop
[5] http://nwu-iot-bigdata-survey-2016.surveyana-
lytics.com/

[1] http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/big-data/ 
[2] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_Things 
[3] http://www.sas.com/en_ph/insights/articles/big-data/big-data-and-iot-two-sides-of-the-same-coin.
[3] http://www.sas.com/en_ph/insights/articles/big-data/big-data-and-iot-two-sides-of-the-same-coin.
[3] http://www.sas.com/en_ph/insights/articles/big-data/big-data-and-iot-two-sides-of-the-same-coin.
[4] https://intranet.nwu.ac.za/eresearch/report-nwu-internet-things-and-big-data-workshop
[4] https://intranet.nwu.ac.za/eresearch/report-nwu-internet-things-and-big-data-workshop
[5] http://nwu-iot-bigdata-survey-2016.surveyanalytics.com/
[5] http://nwu-iot-bigdata-survey-2016.surveyanalytics.com/


To rise to the challenges of the new big data era, the 
research community must develop new infrastruc-
ture, tools and approaches that enable collaborative 
research among distributed teams around an ecosys-
tem of big data. The ARC will be the solution for a net-
work of South African, African and very likely non-Af-

rican researchers.
The ARC will allow researchers in Africa and their 
collaborators to access research data storage and 
compute facilities from anywhere in the world, while 
ensuring the data lives in Africa and remains the in-
tellectual property of scientists on the continent. It will 
combine distributed data storage, compute resourc-
es, other cyber infrastructure, and skills development 
among the partners into a seamless research and de-

velopment platform.

To address this challenge the North-West Uni-
versity (NWU) and the University of Cape Town 
(UCT) recently signed a Memorandum of Un-
derstanding (MoU) that will support research-
ers through the Africa Research Cloud (ARC).

The MoU commits the NWU and UCT to co-op-
erating and providing the necessary resources 
for the design, build, maintenance and support 
of the ARC, which is based on the Openstack 
and Ubuntu free and open-source software 

platforms for cloud computing.

The ARC combines distributed data storage, 
computing resources and other cyber infra-
structure and skills development into a network 
platform for different research disciplines like 
Digital Humanities, Bio-informatics, and Da-

ta-intensive Radio Astronomy.

The project reached a very imporant milestone 
a week or so ago when the two nodes (UCT and 
NWU) were “connected”. This means that NWU 
researchers can use the compute and storage 
fascilities at UCT and or NWU from their desk-
top through the ARC. Unfortunatily the service 
is not available for everyone to access at this 
moment, but there are two Proof of Concept 
projects approved. One of these projects is a 
NWU-Genomics project,where we are going to 
utilise compute power on the ARC and the other 

one is a UCT-SKA project.

COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH DISTRIBUTIVE DATA STORAGE

PROVIDING RESOURCES COMPUTE AND STORAGE FACILITIES

Delivering the IT Promise8
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Bilingual lecture capture
a global first for NWU
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2
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   NWU THE PIONEERS

The NWU was the first University, nationally and interna-
tionally, to address bilingualism with regards to lecture 
capturing. We proved that the concept could work by 
implementing it successfully during production. Universities 
from Germany were eager to find out how this concept 
worked as they clearly wanted to follow suit.

revealing the benefits
The biggest advantage at this stage is that students have 
a tool with which to enhance their overall academic 
preparation. In other words, it supplies them with the 
means to better understand the course content; acces-
sibility is significantly improved and it is possible to recap 
whatever was missed in class. Not all students are able to 
effectively listen and write simultaneously during a class. 
These students will now have peace of mind knowing they 
may revisit a particular class.

What about post graduates?
Part-time postgraduate students will benefit most from the 
system. They will have the same experience as students 
who were able to attend the class. Lecturers will save 
time, as the same information won’t have to be repeated 
in numerous sessions.

successes so far
41 more videos were recorded in the first semester of 
2016 than in the second semester of 2015, showing an 
increase of 30%. We successfully addressed the band-
width issue in order to meet the expectations and deliv-
er on our IT promise. 

before using the system...
• Visit the IT Service Catalogue or, alternatively, use this  
    link     http://www.nwu.ac.za/it/sc/lecture-capturing
• The availability of interpreting will have to be verified  
   with IT
• The only prerequisite is a classrooms equipped with the  
   necessary functions
• After all of the above have been confirmed, the session  
   can be scheduled via eFundi.

best practices
As with any technology, there are limitations. We try to 
motivate lecturers to make use of: 
• PowerPoint slideshows and a document camera. Any  
   writing on the  whiteboard appears very small. The doc 
   ument camera is helpful for its zooming capability. 
• Please use a lapel microphone and ensure that the bat    
   teries are charged. While sound without visuals may still  
   be useful, the videos will be useless without the audio. 
• Adobe Connect and Skype can also be utilised in con  
   junction.  
If all of the above mentioned are borne in mind and 
adhered to, the available features should be sufficient to 
allow for the successful compilation of a video.

Training and information sessions are currently delivered 
on demand.

How to request this service: 
The Lecture Capture tool is available in eFundi. It must be 
selected by the creator of the eFundi page

How to report a problem with the service: 
Log a ticket or contact your IT Service Desk at your various 
campusses

list of classrooms

 Mafikeng: 
A5 - G02.

Potchefstroom: 
C5 - G05,G06,G07; C6 - 113,115,135,143, 

213; E3 - G20; F13 - 105; F20 - 106;  
K1 - 120b; K3 - G01.
Vaal Triangle: 

12 - G02,G04; 6 - 111; 8 - 102; 9B - G02

available training

More classrooms should be added to the list soon.

Traditional way of studying

Recording live classes

May watch a lecture repeatedly

Delivering the IT Promise10
picture source:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtchFZrAKDc

http://www.nwu.ac.za/it/sc/lecture-capturing
http://ithelp.nwu.ac.za/otrs/customer.pl
http://www.nwu.ac.za/it/contactus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtchFZrAKDc
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WHAT DOES APEREO DO?
(for our software communities and our communities of interest)

•  Licensing and Management of intellectual property (the  
    most important aspect they focus on)
•  Technical and Community infrastructure; events; lists
•  Programs; Fellows; Teaching Innovation Awards (we  
    run recognition programs for the many thousands of  
    volunteers, who contribute to our community.  That is  
    something we want to see expanded. Example if there is lec 
    turers that does something really powerful in eFundi they  
    can be enrolled there. It will be great to see a winner from  
    South Africa.
•  Banking, Accounting, Administration
•  Incubation – helping develop new communities (We have  
    an incubation process – Our software does not drop from  
    the sky fully formed… our communities grows our software  
    from essentially being a good idea, to software that is being  
    usable by institutions around the world.  
    MORE DETAILS ON THEIR WEBSITE

WHY OPEN-SOURCE?
"We are creators and sustainers of Open-Source software.  
Then years ago… When Higher Education really started 
to use Open-Source software, a librarian at the Universi-
ty of Michigan – Paul Courant – did some funded work... 
He interviewed some Higher Education leaders – Mainly 
in North America – not entirely IT leaders, Institutional 
leaders also and they pointed out during this conversations 
– three real reasons why Higher Education began to use 
Open-Source.  The first of those was:
1)  Suitability – Often Higher Education is presented with   
     Business software that does not really meet the need of  
     Education
2) Cost – clearly was an issue.  In South Africa the way that  
     the Rand is performing at the moment – cost plays a big  
     part.  Especially license costs and software costs. If I can  
     give an example: 42 million dollar to implement a finance  
     system – to give you the ability to administer yourself.  
     This is just an indication.
3) Control – there is 2 aspects to this.  Open-Software that  
     will allow an Higher Education Institution to control its  
     own destination to a greater extend.  That ranged from  
     the fact that Open-Source communities don’t drawn  
     from the fact that they drive you down an upgrade path.  
     They don’t say we are turning off support for the ver-

sion 3 because we are now on a version 3.5 or 4.  
Typically there is a longer trail for Open-Source 
community support. Not the case with commer-
cial proprietary software. 
Secondly the control of the ability to innovate.  
There is a relation between Openness and inno-
vation."

NEW 
 ANALYTICS PLATFORM

Our community is developing an Open Learning 
Annalytics Platform.  With a series of components 
that range from – effectively place warehouse ana-
lytics data, through to how to process it, how to sur-

face that data in a series of dashboards or applications. 

WHY
 PLATFORM BASED?

"Well if we look at what Commercial-Proprietary vendors are 
doing at the moment – they will say your student information 
systems… we’ve got the answer for learner Analytics, it is a 
plugin to our student information systems, and this will solve 
your Learner Analytics problem...
It tends to be close and proprietary.  The applications owns the 
data. While Learning Management Systems (LMS) for (exam-
ple such as eFundi) don’t “own” the data."

NOT BUILDING A SUITE
“We are not building a suite... 
The connections between our software are really about the In-
stitutions that use our software – banding together with others 
– to help make those connections.  That’s why it is great to see 
projects like the Mobile Application (eFundi Moove) in South 
Africa.  Where Institutions are collaborating to meet specific 
needs… That’s the why that we will build connections between 
our software not according to a grand plan….”

The Apereo Foundation, a non-profit organization which 
sponsors a range of open source projects such as Sakai 

(known on our 3 campusses as eFundi)

The Apereo Foundation was formed by the merger of 
Jasig and the Sakai Foundation in late December 2012. 

Sakai and Jasig had pioneered the production and adop-
tion of open source software for higher education for over 
ten years. Apereo will take that work further, providing a 
more rational and improved organizational umbrella for 
a range of projects and software communities serving 
higher education. The core mission of the Foundation is 
to "assist and facilitate educational organizations which 
collaborate to foster, develop, and sustain open technol-
ogies and innovation to support learning, teaching, and 

research.” Learn more at www.apereo.org.

                   click here

Delivering the IT Promise12

Apereo 
the supporters, developers and maintainers of: eFundi, Lecture capture and CAS (Central Authentication System)

https://www.linkedin.com/in/charlesseverance
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/iandolphin
http://connect.nwu.ac.za/p3oxcsrq3h3/?launcher=false&fcsContent=true&pbMode=normal
http://www.apereo.org.
http://connect.nwu.ac.za/p3oxcsrq3h3/?launcher=false&fcsContent=true&pbMode=normal


Taking assessments

Mobile options
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AmiCell our New SMS system
The  SMS Impi  service  expired  on  30  April  2016

"AmiCell 
is the new product 

that can be used for 
sending 

bulk sms's."

SMS Impi 40c; 
AmiCell 24c for 

each sms sent.

Follow 
the steps in the 

Amicell 
Procedure.

Contact 
AmiCell as indicated 
in the email received 

from AmiCell.

W
HAT ARE WE USING

 N
O

W
?

HOW MUCH DOES IT C
O

ST?

AVAILABLE ONLY TO STAFF

H
OW

 TO REQUEST THE SERV
IC

E?

HOW TO REPORT A RO
BLEM

?

AmiCell our

system is available

back

http://www.nwu.ac.za/sites/www.nwu.ac.za/files/files/i-information-technology/service-catalog/bulksms/AmiCell%20Procedure.pdf


DevMan™ -  IT@NWU's  solution  for  fundraisers
Non-profits and tertiary institutions rely heavily on fundraising for their 
sustainability. DevMan supports your mission by accommodating your 
specific requirements and centralising your grant making and donor man-
agement activities.
With an easy-to-use interface and all your information interlinked and 
recorded and in one place you can use the financials, key relationships and 
group affiliations for future decision making, growing your information into 
knowledge for increased income generation. read more

BENEFITS
According to me. Ce-
leste du Preez, mar-
keter/fundraiser/Sys-
temsuperuser for BEK 
and the Institutional 
Advancement:"the 
system's possibility 
to eliminate *donor 
fatigue, pose to be a big 
advantage." The system 
contributes to:

* a lessening of public willingness to respond generously to charita-
ble appeals, resulting from the frequency of such appeals.

• beter financial repor- 
    ting
•  unifying the work 
    flow on all 3 Cam- 
    pusses
•  Keep all data in one  
    easy accessible place

measuring successes
Celeste conveys that with the system she 
forsees in the near feature, there will be the 
possibility to see:
• how fundraising had increased
• to see who contacted a donor
• which project was addressed
• the funding amounts

ease of use
"DevMan is a typical Database system.  Altough you 
don't need a degree to operate it" Celeste says, you will 
definitely need training.

How to request trainining
Apply to use system

Me. Celeste Du Preez
F21, G04
x992546

Apply for training
Me. Celeste Du Preez

F21, G04
x992546

Training duration
3 hours 

Depending on user needs

"We need 
one source of truth, 

this system can provide it!
You can keep track of the funds

you can aggregate one report
regardless the type: 

sponsorship
philanthropic

bursary"

What other Universities have to say....

What particularly impresses me is about DevMan 
is how it continually adapts to changing needs 
 and trends. I keep that it already has everything 
until the next update provides something new to 
 inspire me. I also have to mention that in the 7 years 
I have used DevMan the Kidz Africa team has never 
disappointed me they have consistently proved to be 

highly skilled, knowledgeable and approachable.

 Natasha Lowe - Researcher at University of KwaZu-
lu-Natal.

I can confirm that DevMan is undoubtedly the best 
local Advancement database. Having worked with the 
system for over 10 years, I have seen it develop and 
adapt to suit industry needs and usability require-
ments. The KidzAfrica team is dedicated to excellent 
customer service and always available to assist with 
queries and training when needed. I cannot imagine 
managing our Advancement Office without DevMan 
to assist us in keeping track of all alumni and fund-

raising relationship and financial records. 

Linda van Wyk - Deputy Director: Advancement at 
University of Pretoria

 read moreabout devman

Delivering the IT Promise16
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http://devman3.com/institutional-advancement/
http://devman3.com/stories
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how the LOCKY VIRUS is spread

You will have a display message like in this example

turn
gRoupwise 

viewer 
off

WHAT IS THE LOCKY VIRUS 
AND WHAT DOES IT DO?

the Locky Ransomware Virus is here
everything you need to know

• It encrypts the file and change the file extension to             
    .Locky – example  Report.docx will now be Report.Locky
• They will ask money – example 0.5 Bitcoin to 1 Bitcoin which is equal to  
   (± $200 to $400)
• If you have no backup of your data – you might feel to pay –  Do not pay 
   the money!
• It even encrypt your network-based backup files. Keep sensitive and
    important files in a third party storage.
• It encrypts your files on all your DRIVES (not only C) – example USB 
  (flash drives), external drives, P drives, mapped drives and 
  shared drives such as:  ONE DRIVE, DROP BOX, GOOGLE DRIVE

example of mapped drives

Need more help
Contact your  

IT Service Desk 

More on Locky virus
The Hacker News

Techsupport

Loc
ky  

spreads  through   Spam  Email  attachments!!
Please  see  Infographic  for  more  detail...

Email Attachments

how do you know the pc is infected?
example of mapped drives

in Grouwpise go to to view, 
untick Quick Viewer

tip

Delivering the IT Promise18

http://thehackernews.com/2016/02/locky-ransomware-decrypt.html
https://www.techsupportall.com/beware-locky-ransomware-need-know-locky/
http://www.nwu.ac.za/do-not-open-unknown-email-files
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Dr Tiny du Toit, senior lecturer in Computer Science and Information Systems, created a computer program that provides students as well as lecturers with more insight into the state of their overall 
marks. The detailed output file is placed on eFundi’s Resources, and students can access it whenever they need to. The most recent marks and insights are displayed in every class, 

allowing students to remain updated on their progress.
 “... wondering, isn’t there a way to give the students more insight into their marks...”?

"Cool"  
10/10, impressive, helpful, like it very 

much

I know exactly where I stand, 

and is able to compare how 

difficult I perceived a test, with 

other students to know when I 

fall behindThis subject [system] is more 
structured than my other 

subjects, it removes the un-
certainty of my expected par-ticipation mark

A NEW POSIBILITY TO INCREASE STUDENT THROUGHPUT FIGURES
upload the output file on eFundi and voila!

…excellent way 
of displaying the 

marks of students 

and encourages 
students to do bet-

ter in he subject

Confirming competition stimulation

Commercialising the program

Increasing throughput figures

Helping parents

Guaranteed anonymity

The system started off as a hobby, but after “7 Years 
of developing the program... I am still busy tweaking 
it here and there...” Tiny admits that he is crazy about 
programming.  He always believed that computer 
technology, if properly utilised, could facilitate the 
space between lecturers and students.

“I have been lecturing for quite a while now and every 
time when you present the students with their results 
– it’s like a sea full of marks…” The students don’t al-
ways understand the marks presented to them. They 
try to make sense of it all by:
1) checking to see if their marks were correctly   
      entered;
2)  calculating their averages to see where they stand   
      overall.

The trouble is that students are not always aware of 
the specific weights that the lecturers assign to var-
ious marks, so their expectations of participation 
marks are not necessarily realistic.

“During every class session I reveal their marks.  These marks include class partici-
pation, theory assignments, class tests, the semester test, and practical marks.”  The 
program then extracts the marks from the Excel file, does the calculations, and writes 
the results back to the Excel file.
“The system helps the lecturer and the students to understand their marks at any 
given point in time, for instance: the system ranks every student according to his/her 
marks - it works on the same principle as a ranking list in sport. This ranking allows 
the students to see how they are performing in comparison with the rest of the class. 
Thus, if they have written a difficult class test they can see how it has affected their 
ranking. “I also calculate preliminary participation marks (based on different weight 
formulas) for every class from the beginning of the semester. The minimum of these 
participation marks are then revealed to the students.“It becomes clear quite early 
on in the semester which students are in trouble, and I can then attempt to motivate 
them to work harder.”

Tiny’s great dream is to commercialise the program.  The plan was to apply for Schol-
arship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) funding this year, but the application was not 
ready in time.  
The system was developed in Python, a language Tiny favours.  If he decides to com-
mercialise the system, he has two priorities:
1)  Creating a graphical user interface (GUI);
2)  Developing and providing training.
The GUI will make the system much more user-friendly. The training is necessary as 
the user will need some background information before diving into the system.  The 
system is very stable at the moment. As soon as it becomes commercial, the hard work 
will begin to maintain it.

Tiny was one of the speakers at the annual Teaching & Learning conference 
(UOIT) in 2015, and according to him the feedback was very positive.  It was 
mentioned that, from an educational point of view, this ranking list system 
has the potential to motivate students to perform better from early on in the 
semester.

We all know how expensive it is to study. Universities nationwide are strug-
gling with throughput numbers. Only a relatively small number of students 
complete their studies within the minimum prescribed period. 
“I do believe that by using this system one can warn students to pay attention 
to their progress from early on in the semester.  The longer a student waits, 
the less they can do to improve their situation. I, on the other hand, can mo-
tivate them to go for facilitation while there is still time.”

“This system also helps to keep parents updated. I can show parents where 
their child ranks on the list, and what his or her class participation mark is. 
Once parents are aware that this list is displayed in every class session, they 
realise that the students are fully aware of their academic status. So – not 
only does this program keep the student well informed, it also limits the 
possibility of blame shifting.”

No student names or numbers are revealed.  So how do they know what their 
marks are? “Well, students choose their own aliases or pseudonyms.  The 
only way that somebody else in class will know what your alias is, is if you 
reveal it yourself.”

Background

Student Marks

Calculating marks

How the system is used?
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Employees who click on phishing emails could

introduce malware to your organisation network.

22 Delivering the IT Promise
Source:  http://tinyurl.com/h86yy9p
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"What actually happens when things go wrong?"

1INTERFERENCE

2 BANDWITH AND
Range

Because Wi-Fi is es-
sentially uses radio 
frequency, the same 
rules that determine 
the quality of ordinary 
radio reception, also 
applies to Wi-Fi. While 
Wi-Fi signals can travel through walls and other obstacles, we shouldn't expect the quality of 
the signal to remain perfect. The same goes for the distance to the access point - the further 
we move away from the access point, the weaker the signal will become.

3 Number of connected users

Wi-Fi has practical limitations on the num-
ber of users that can be serviced by a sin-
gle access point. This is especially notable in 
cheaper access points. These access points 
usually lack the features of enterprise grade 
equipment, which was especially designed 
for intensive use. Better quality equipment 
is not immune to this problem, but they de-
grade much more gracefully in these situa-
tions, with much less notable degradation in 
performance.

4 bandwith capacity

HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW
ABOUT WIFI?

24 Delivering the IT Promise

Unable to connect
Intermittent connections

Slow speed
Poor signal

Wi-Fi connections can be disrupted or connections slowed by a num-
ber of different devices in the same area. Other devices like remote 
controls, cordless phones, security cameras, and even microwave ov-
ens share the same radio frequency with Wi-Fi, and can cause interfer-
ence with our Wi-Fi signal that renders it unusable.

and devices

Wi-Fi is dependent on the ca-
pacity of the infrastructure be-
hind it, as well as the capacity 
of our devices that connect to 
it. We can't expect a slow inter-
net connection on the back-
end to magically become faster 
when it passes through a Wi-Fi 
connection, and neither can we 

expect to get the same per-
formance from an entry-level 

tablet than we get from a 
high-end laptop.

Wi-Fi has become an integral part of our increasingly digital lives. 
Everything from our laptops to our wearable devices require dependable 
Wi-Fi connections to work. Wi-Fi has become so important that, according 
to Forbes, it is the primary factor in choosing hotel accommodation when 
we travel. But sometimes, this easy-to-use technology can cause untold 
frustration when it doesn't work as expected. 
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IT SUPPORT MODEL
IT adapting and reinventing to accommodate change

For many years IT followed a strict standardisation policy, but with end-user devices becoming 
more personalised (especially in the mobile arena), users are increasingly making decisions 
based on personalised and custom needs, making strict standardisation impossible.

In short: IT supports a greater variety of devices 
but can’t maintain the depth of support previ-
ously offered when the number of models/de-
vices was more limited.

The new IT support model abandons strict 
standardisation and allows for more flexibility 
and variety, but does have drawbacks in terms 
of the depth of support that IT can offer for all 
these various devices.

      Users have greater choice, but with  
      greater choice come greater user  
      responsibility and implications for  
      choice, e.g., leading-edge or   
      unique device users must anticipate  
      more unresolved problems and will  
      have to wait longer for IT and the  
      industry in general to resolve these  
      problems. 

      As a common basic service, IT en    
      deavours to connect any and all  
      staff and student devices to the  
      NWU-network and Internet.  Users  
      should, however, bear in mind that  
      some devices may pose incompati 
      bility issues.

     In the past IT would replace facto 
     ry-supplied operating systems (espe 
     cially on desktop PCs) with custom  
     NWU images to increase supportabili 
     ty. This practice will be stopped  
     and supplier images will be used by  
     default. 

    • IT recommends that users purchase hardware from a leading brand such as HP, Acer,  
       Dell, etc.
    • IT discourages the buying of any hardware in foreign countries, unknown brands, or hard 
       ware that does not have a SA vendor support base.
    • IT recommends the following specifications per level laptop/pc.
    • IT will no longer downgrade the operating system of a laptop/pc.  For example, if a lap 
       top is bought with Windows 10, that laptop will not be downgraded to Windows 7.

   Not Tested:  IT has not tested these  
   software applications, and does not  
   recommend the use of these software  
   applications. IT might only advise on a  
   possible solution.

   Testing in Progress: IT is currently re 
   searching and testing these software  
   applications, but does not recommend  
   the use of these software applications.  
   IT might only advise on a possible solu 
   tion.

   Limited Support: IT has not yet tested  
   these software applications fully, but  
   will attempt to solve problems associ 
   ated with these software applications  
   within time and expertise constraints.  
   Testing newly released or unknown soft 
   ware requires extensive research, and       
   such support calls will not receive high   
   priority. A resolution might not be avail 
   able soon. Software in this category is  
   not recommended by IT.

   Full Support: IT tested these software  
   applications for use at NWU, and will  
   attempt to solve any problem associated   
   with it.

STRICT STANDARDISATION

more flexibility

variety of devices

 1 
 2 
 3 

 
Only in very rare cases, and in consultation with the user, will factory-installed images be replaced with custom images.  NOTE: Provision-
ing of software for privately owned hardware may be limited.  Rules and guidelines Read more on IT@NWU’s rules and guidelines.

hardware recommendation

The IT support status regarding the operating 
system and web browser for each service can 
be viewed on the service itself (see the IT Service 
Catalogue) or on the IT Service Support Matrix.  
The following statuses are defined:

software recommendation

 1 
 2 
 3 
 4 
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NWU IT AND UODL’s COLLABORATIVE SUCCESS FACTORS

NWU IT and the NWU Unit for Open Distance Learning (UODL) has recently focused on a closer 
working relationship with increased collaboration and reciprocal communication.

Students who traditionally partici-
pated in paper-based distance learn-
ing are now spontaneously starting 
to submit assignments electronical-
ly as well, work-flow systems have 
to evolve to prevent the necessity to 
print electronically submitted as-
signments in order to have it marked 
by hand. During 2015, the UODL As-
signment and Examination Depart-
ment processed approximately 375 
000 paper assignments and examina-
tion scripts. These numbers may in-
crease as other faculties at NWU are 

now joining ODL offerings.

a bit of history

internet
 reliability

Since no interactive whiteboard lec-
tures can take place if the Internet 
fails, NWU IT has assisted UODL in 
providing improved Internet reliabil-
ity to the ten multimedia venues and 
monitor facilities at B11a through 
multi-path provision, including an 
additional fibre optic link. At forty 
of the UODL regional centres, NWU 
IT has already improved Internet 
provision through installation of ad-
vanced remote monitoring and con-
trol equipment including alternative 
connectivity and automatic switch-
over to mobile networks in case of 
primary network failure. Previous-
ly installed ADSL lines have been 
transferred to the Tertiary Education 
Network (TENET) and WiFi is now 
available to students at these centres.

IMPROVED 
COMMUNICATION

Improved communication with 
NWU IT now includes weekly on-
site meetings between IT and UODL 
regarding IT matters, direct inclu-
sion in status reports, network condi-
tion updates and closer collaboration 
around IT Help incident reporting 
and remedy status tracking. UODL 

now also participates in IT Ser-
vice Management Meetings.

Collaboration between NWU 
IT and UODL now focuses on 
solutions to electronic mark-
ing requirements and transfer 
of multiple choice answer sheet 
results, work-flow management, 
electronic on-screen marking of 
electronically submitted as well as 
scanned paper submitted assign-
ments and examination scripts. 
An improved customer relations 
management system (CRM) is 
also considered for the UODL 
telephone and social network stu-

dent support call centre. 

dedicated
access

NWU IT has provided UODL Op-
erations and Administration staff 
dedicated access to the virtual 
learning environment to manage 
flexible open distance learning 
services to students, in line with 
what has been routinely possible 

in paper-based environments.

ADDRESSING 
PROCESSES

NWU IT and UODL intend to 

collaboratively develop all affor-
dances of technologies address-
ing processes from submitted 
assignments and completed ex-
amination scripts to publication 
of marks, learning analytics, ex-
pediting the enormous process of 
marking hundreds of thousands 
of assignment and examination 
scripts in order that ODL stu-
dents may enjoy improved learn-
ing experiences. To enable ODL 
students’ access to resources, 
learning activities and improved 
user experience on mobile de-
vices when not connected to the 
Internet, NWU IT arranged and 

coordinated the development and 
testing of an application (app) 

called eFundi MOVE.

UODL background
The NWU UODL, situated in 
building B11a on the NWU 
Potchefstroom campus, supports 
more than 30000 open distance 
learning students across Southern 

Africa. 
The majority of these students 
consist of unqualified or under-
qualified practicing teachers, 
improving their qualifications 
through Open Distance Learning. 

Many of these students live and 

work in deep rural areas in Southern 
Africa where internet access is lim-
ited, computers are not always easi-
ly available and students often need 
support in using information com-

munication technologies (ICTs). 

63 REGIONAL 
TUITON CENTRES

UODL has established sixty three re-
gional tuition centres across all nine 
provinces of South Africa includ-
ing four in Namibia. Here students 
may attend synchronous interactive 
whiteboard lectures and benefit from 
access to information and support. 
Each of these centres has up to four 
interactive whiteboards to which 
synchronous computer mediated 
conferencing lectures are conduct-
ed to students, many of which travel 
great distances to attend and interact 

with lecturers at Potchefstroom. 

UODL OFFERS…
All participants to interactive white-
board lectures share audio and 
whiteboard space as if in the same 
venue, listening to what is being said 
and watching what is shared elec-
tronically or written on the inter-
active whiteboard. Anyone my ask 
questions and participate by also 
writing simultaneously or consec-
utively on any or all of the interac-
tive whiteboards joined to a session. 
At the same time, lectures including 
participation activities are recorded 
and students my watch or electron-
ically download these lectures after-
wards. Participation in open distance 
learning through UODL is being ex-
tended to students of various other 
NWU faculties and some of these 
students already participate in inter-
active whiteboard lectures and other 
electronic learning activities from 
their own computers or mobile de-
vices, also using the NWU learning 

management system, eFundi.

3

1

2

4

5

By:  Dr. Hennie Esterhuizen
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Long Service 
Awards

New  
Positions

Happy 
Birthday 

Jenny Cloete on 
the birth of her 

daughter
Lorika Jansen 

and 
Thacks Mazibuko

both on the birth 
of

their baby boys

1.  Mr. Paul Buys
2.  Me.  Chrissie  
     Blume
3.  Riaan Marx
4.  Alvera Visser

IT@NWU Personalia

Congratula-
tions

to each and 
everyone who 

had their birth-
day during this 

time!

1. Mr. Johan Badenhorst
2. Me. Phindile Mathibela
3. Mr. Ashwin Soois
4  Mr. Gerhard Goossen
5  Mr. Ivan Koortzen
6. Mr. Jimmy Venter
7.  Mr. Heinrich Knop

1

2

4

3

1 4

2
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The University of the Fu-
ture will differentiate 

itself from the others by 
the innovative use of In-
formation and Communi-
cation Technology for all 
of its activities. At IT@NWU 
we proud ourselves to fol-
low a well-informed, struc-
tured, but agile process to 
formulate strategy and to 
plan the project, product 
and service portfolio.

We acknowledge the 
fact that there are 

macro forces that will 
influence our strategic 
thinking, for instance the 
economic changes in 
higher education since 

#FeesMustFall.

We keep abreat of IT trends 
and practices, acknowl-

edge hype and embrace 
appropriate new technol-
ogies despite budget and 
staffing constraints.

In formulating our own goals 
and policies we have to 
understand national strate-
gies, for instance the goals 
set out for universities and IT 
in the government’s Nation-
al Development Plan.

We work closely with IT de-
partments from various 

other academic institutions 
in South-Africa and inter-
nationally, to keep us con-
nected and up to date with 
broader developments.

Guided by advisory bodies, 
internal demand, process-

es, quality and most recent-
ly the success model, we 
can formulate an aligned 
mission statement, focus ar-
eas and strategies.

Within this broad frame-
work we can set priori-

ties, focuses for a year and 
plan the projects we need 
to do. New projects will usu-
ally inform new services and 
could even change the 
product portfolio.

All of the above is support-
ed by a group of highly 

motivated people, their skills 
and approaches.

NEW LOOK
 in support of our IT@NWU processes
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